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Golf Choque could be so easy if there was no wind playing with our successes. If you can't deal with the wind properly at Golf Clash, you hardly have a chance to win. It shouldn't be a problem, should it? There are dozens of endless letters of wind and guides out there explaining them. And exactly that's the problem – when you're playing Golf Clash
you don't want to get in with endless lists, cards and everything that is.That's why I worked in a simpler way how you can deal with the wind without guessing and without having half a library with you yVIEW In this guide I'll teach you everything you need to know about the wind in Golf Clash and how to fit properly (more how the accuracy and other
statistics are part of this) and I'll let you know! Golf Shock Cartons & How the Wind Works First, let me show you the theoretical things to understand how the wind works at Golf Clash. How the wind works at Golf Clash Wind will fade randomly at any turn and there is no fixed pattern, so you will have to learn to adjust to the wind. The wind itself will
direct the ball away from the position of the set depending on the wind, the number of rebounds and how hard the wind is... as in reality How to adjust So what you need to do to counter the wind is moving your landing point in the opposite direction of victory and the wind will direct the ball to the point you want me to land. You're basically saying to
the wind "I don't want to land the ball at point A, I want you to land at point B" but secretly do you want me to land at point A???? So the easiest way to do it is to turn the view so the wind points north, this will help you to direct in the right direction withoutHow to use it: (a) It is my desired landing point and with the wind adjustment I need to move it
(B) Looking at the image above is what I would normally do: you want to land the ball at point to you turn your view of the Cámara so that the wind faces the straight north (Makes adjusting more easily) Then you check your club and a wind letter to find out how much you need to adjust now move your landing point to the point b wow ... what is a lot
of work and you need to repeat that all the time ?????? The only reason why you need wind tables is because you need to know how far you will need to adjust. That is what the wind maps will tell you, nothing more. You need to look at the club you use and the wind you have and will tell you a number between 1-5. This number interprets in the rings
you see, each ring is a number. If you see the number 1.5, you need to move to the center of the orange ring, if you see 3, it is the outer line of the blue cyculus and so successively ... Why don't I like Wind Charts in golf class ok, The headline could give a wrong impression, I have a lot of respect for the people who took the time and effort to get wind
diagrams together in hundreds of hours of trying! Bassically they will show you how much you need to adjust for the wind in Golf Clash. So it is like a wind map seems: I simply do not like to verify these graphics all the time, this makes me enjoy the game much less ... ... and if I did not check them, I will lose the place many times and I will lose (there
are not enjoying) so I was trying to put all these numbers in a very well -said formula (or more said, thumb rule). Golf shock wind load that is not really a wind load, then, how dare I say that I have a simpler way when all these people have been putting so much effort in their wind cards? I realize a thing by putting all the values in connection â € "they
do not depend on the club, they depend on the of the club. So you don't need to have it so differ, only have to know how to know Precision of your current club (which is not so difficult). You will now have to consult this painting here once: so, let's say you have a club with the precision of 20 selected, each ring Values 2.6. This is the amount of wind
that compensates for a complete ring. If now the wind would be 2.6, you must move a full ring. If the wind is 3.9, you move a ring and a half, etc. sounds a bit complicated at first, but it is easier than you think, especially because the amount is linear with every 10 points of precision is 0.2 Wind by ring. This is the only value you should remember and
can easily calculate in a few seconds and no longer need any wind charts! I am also sure that this is how the wind is deployed in the ðÿTM game, take into account two more things when using this: you must get a perfect hit for 100% to get the fit to come into effect "If you lose the attack a bit, your ball will land elsewhere. When the wind is higher
than 7, you must give your ball a little bit of squeeze in the opposite direction of the wind: this will help, especially if your ball will bounce a couple of times. Is this helpful? Is this pointless? Do you have any questions? Just leave a comment below ðÿ , The golf shock wind board due to the wind, shooting at the golf crash is much more difficult. The
wind is one of the only game mechanics that provides a certain amount of challenge to the player. Once the player hits a shot, the wind will mess with the ball. If the player knows nothing about how the wind works in the game, he has absolutely no chance of winning. There are many wind charts and guides available on the Internet that explain how
the wind will affect the ball. Follow them should be pretty easy and should help you deal with the wind, right? Unfortunately, it's not that easy. This is exactly where the eldest is. y y satsil ,otneiv ed ocif¡Ãrg ed elbanimretni daditnac anu noc esretem natisecen on serodaguj soL .amelborp led While playing Golf Clash. Lite some players do not
understand anything about wind maps. That is why we have made a very easy to follow the Wind Maps Guide. Using this guide, you can deal with the wind in the golf clash without stockings. Nor will it need a guide library in the process. In this guide, we will help you understand the wind meconic in Golf Clash. We will teach all of the wind work in
the game. We will also teach him how to adjust correctly. You will understand the precise and the objective is also a part of dealing with the wind. In the end, we will give a simple formula that will allow you to play Golf Clash as a professional without the need for any sheet or guide next to your game. Golf and work shock wind cards We will discuss
wind maps Teórically to help you better understand. How the wind works in the golf clash The wind jumps at random in any given turn. Unfortunately, there is no fixed patron for the wind. As a result, you have to learn to adjust the wind. Bassically, the wind will prevent the ball from landing in the desired place. It will depend on the wind, how many
times the ball bounces, and how strong the wind is. It's like playing golf actually. How do you adjust? To counteract the wind, you will need to move your landing point in the opposite direction of the victory. The wind will now direct the ball to the exact point where you want the ball to land. It is as if you were trying to deceive the wind. It will have to
be difficult against the wind. If you are lucky, the wind will do the work for you and land your ball in the exact location where you want it. The most easy way to do this is to turn the view manually. You will need your view in such a way that it points directly to the north. This will help you direct the ball in the right direction without the need for ne ne
saÃrah etnemlamron euq ol ed atneuc etrad a etraduya arap negami anu yah ÃuqA situation. Let's do some basic points about what you should do: first, make sure where you want to land the ball. Let's say the point is called A. He'll turn the camera's view to the north. Check the club you're using and find out how much you'll need to adjust with a
wind chart. Finally, move your landing point to another point, say B. For new players, this may seem overwhelming. Following all these points every time a player wants to shoot can seem absurd. The only reason you might need a wind board is to recognize how much you need to adjust accordingly. Wind graphics will only be used for this one
purpose, nothing more. The basic requirement on your side is to see which club you are using and the wind you have. They'll tell you any number between 1-5. This is explained in the image shown above. Each ring represents a number. But what if you see number 1.5? Well, you must move into the middle of the orange ring. Similarly, if you see
number 3, it is the outer line of the blue circle. Why don't you trust the wind board more in the golf crash in the first place, let's leave an absolutely clear thing. We respect people who take the time and effort of their busy hours to gather a wind chart. Some even get to put hundreds of hours of work. Most wind graphics look like this: what these
graphics have is that it looks quite complex and long. Going through these wind lists every time you need to shoot you will enjoy the game much less than you should. On the other hand, if you don't check these, you won't get to the place and lose the game. This results in frustration rather than enjoying. This is one of the reasons we have put all the
numbers in a very easy formula. Our golf shock wind chart can ask howgraphics is different and better than others when those people have put much effort and energy into it. The problem is that these charts don¢ÃÂÂt depend on the club, rather they depend on its accuracy. So, you will just need to know what the accuracy of your club is. This will
help make things a lot easier. To understand even further, let¢ÃÂÂs suppose you have a club with 20 accuracy, with each of the ring values as 2.6. This is how much wind a full ring will compensate. If the wind is 2.6, you need to move a complete ring. Similarly, if the wind is around 3.9, you will then need to move one and a half ring. This gets even
easier if the amount is linear. As with every 10 points of accuracy, it would be worth 0.2 wind per ring. This is the only thing you will need to remember. Now, you won¢ÃÂÂt need any chart as you will be able to calculate the values in a matter of just a few seconds. One other thing to keep in mind is to give the ball a little curl if the wind is above 7.
Also, the adjustment will only take effect if you land a perfect shot. shot.
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